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ABSTRACT

The design, manufacturing, and racing of a solar powered electric vehicle demands a large set of
synchronized systems all working together. One such system within this set is that which is used
to track, record, and interpret important data; primarily to inform the future operation of the
vehicle in the pursuit of increased efficiency. Within this paper, The University of Kansas Solar
Car Team presents its telemetry system used to actively track the state of Astra, the first
generation of Solar Car coming from The University of Kansas. The system is based around a
Controller Area Network (CAN) Bus connecting the driver display, Battery Protection System
(BPS), Maximum Power Point Trackers (MPPT’s), and motor controller. We use 4G LTE-M to
transmit collected data from these nodes to Google’s Firebase platform, where we can retrieve
and interpret data from a web dashboard outside the car.
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INTRODUCTION

Beginning in the Fall of 2017, a group of engineering students at The University of Kansas set
out to build the school’s first solar car. After several years of research, design, and collaboration
with many well established solar car teams from around the world, the KU Solar Car Team is on
the cusp of unveiling the first generation of solar powered electric vehicle to come out of the
university: Astra. The car will race in the Formula Sun Grand Prix (FSGP) [1], a race taking
place on a grand-prix style race track where the winner is the team with the most completed laps
at the end of the three-day race. This race serves as the qualifier for the grueling American Solar
Challenge (ASC) [2], a cross-country race from the Midwest to the West Coast of the United
States. As a new team, we did not design Astra to compete in the ASC, but it remains a future
goal.

Many systems are involved in the operation of the vehicle, and as a first generation team, this
inevitably results in many areas of possible improvement. A method of analyzing the various
systems that comprise Astra, and thus the ability to make informed decisions in an effort to
improve efficiency, is therefore of considerable worth. Astra’s telemetry system aims to achieve
this ability. Using the data sharing network provided by CAN, information such as battery pack
current draw, motor speed, and incoming energy provided by the solar arrays can all be collected,
stored, and analyzed. In the following sections, we present Astra’s methods of data collection,
display, transmission, storage, and monitoring.

DATA COLLECTION

Data transfer is accomplished through the use of a CAN bus (ISO 11898-2) [3], a protocol
designed to give all electronic devices within the network the ability to communicate with each
other, without the use of a centralized computer polling each device individually. Each device
within the network, commonly referred to as a node, is said to be “CAN enabled”, or otherwise
requires the use of an external interfacing device that enables CAN communication. A visual
representation of this architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Visual representation of an M node CAN bus
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The CAN protocol is realized physically by way of differential signaling, wherein twisted pair
wire cable is used to establish CAN-High (CAN-H) & CAN-Low (CAN-L) lines. A transceiver
on each node either transmits or receives CAN messages by way of the voltage levels on each
line. By convention, a dominant state (CAN-H > CAN-L) is interpreted as a 0, and recessive
(CAN-H CAN-L) as a 1. An example of this signaling convention is shown in Figure 2. To get≤
an idea of what data might be sent back and forth over CAN, several of the sensors used within
Astra’s data collection system are shown in Figure 3. The Battery Protection System (BPS) is
highlighted in red, and is one of the nodes within Astra’s CAN bus. The current sensor, voltage
taps, and thermal resistors (thermistors) are all measurement tools that the BPS uses to monitor
the state of the pack. These measurement values are also broadcast over the CAN bus.

Figure 2: Visual representation of the dominant and recessive states of the CAN bus

Figure 3: Picture of Astra’s battery pack enclosure, w/various sensors highlighted
[Blue - Voltage Taps] [Purple - Thermistors] [Orange - Hall Effect Current Sensor] [Red - BPS]
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DRIVER DASHBOARD DISPLAY

One requirement for the solar-powered car, as with any car, is to provide the driver with relevant
information about the vehicle in an easy to view format. To display the various data we had
available from the CAN bus, we opted for two 5-inch, LCD touchscreen displays [4] powered by
a Raspberry Pi 4. Compared to a more traditional car dashboard, a digital display provides more
customizability for us to display different types of data for the car. In addition, the use of a
Raspberry Pi to operate the displays provides for greater computing power that we could use to
read data from the CAN bus and display it in a nice format.

One of the LCD screens is reserved solely for displaying the rear camera feed. An aerodynamic
design is crucial for a solar-powered car to be able to improve its efficiency. As a result, the car
will not have side mirrors, so a constantly available rearview camera on one of the screens is
necessary as an alternative. This screen is dedicated to a webpage that shows the camera feed of
a Logitech USB camera [5] which is connected to the Raspberry Pi. The other LCD screen is
used to display data. The team decided 12 key pieces of data that should be available to the
driver on the display.

The data is received from the BPS, MPPT, and the Motor Controller. It is represented as gauges
to show a pictorial representation of the data being sent from CAN, and is also provided as a
numeric representation, respective to each gauge giving the driver an accurate response to the
status of the car, as shown in Figure 4 below. Additionally, a certain section of the gauges display
is dedicated to show any error messages brought up by the car. The section is large enough for
the driver to visibly see any messages being shown on the display. The error messages were
determined from the respective manuals of the BPS, MPPT, and the Motor Controller.

Figure 4: Pictures of the Driver Heads Up Displays

On the Raspberry Pi 4, we used the PiCAN 2 shield [6] to interface with our car’s CAN bus
system. To read the data from the CAN bus, we opted to use Python 3 as our language of choice
since it has an easy to use CAN library [7]. While deciding how to display data to the driver, we
considered two different options: a Python program with a custom GUI to display data or a
website that reads data from a Python server hosted on the Raspberry Pi. We opted for
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developing a web page since the student developers had more experience with web development,
which would allow for a faster development cycle.

On the web client, we opted for using a grid of 12 gauges to represent the data on the car as
explained earlier. We tested creating these layouts using both the HTML5 Canvas and with SVG
(Scalable Vector Graphics) rendered in the browser. After working on both types of layouts, we
found that the SVG approach provided an easy way to create smooth animations for the gauges
which the team thought was better for the project as it more closely mimicked a real car.

To support the web client, we developed a locally-hosted Flask web server [8] that runs
continuously on the Raspberry Pi. This server reads the CAN bus data and stores all relevant
Driver HUD statistics on the server. The server has an endpoint that can be used to fetch a JSON
object with all of the car’s data. In the web client, we set up a JavaScript function which would
request the latest data from the web server every 100ms and redraw the gauges.

TELEMETRY TRANSMISSION

Several options are available for transmitting data from the car to some off-vehicle location
which is accessible to the team outside the car, and these can have a significant impact on the
design of the remainder of the telemetry system. These options fall into two broad categories:
point-to-point radio communication between the car and an off-vehicle computer; and a cellular
network to transmit data from the car to a server located either at the track or in the cloud.

In researching these options, we determined the race format to significantly affect the proper
choice. In grand-prix race tracks there are often large aluminum stands, where fans can sit to
watch the race, flanking both sides of the track near the finish line. We discovered from
conversations with other solar car teams that these stands make reception of point-to-point radio
exceedingly difficult, often requiring a direct line of sight with the on-vehicle antenna. Thus, in
the FSGP, use of cellular networks emerged as the best choice. However, cross-country races
frequently pass through rural areas with weak cellular signal, so use of a cellular device is not
possible. The issue with aluminum stands from the FSGP is also not present during the ASC, and
each team is allowed a “chase car” that follows closely behind their solar vehicle. Thus, were we
to compete in the ASC, it is clear a point-to-point radio would be the best solution here.

Knowledge of these options led us to select the XBee3 Cellular LTE-M [9] radio for our
telemetry. First, the XBee product line contains both cellular and point-to-point radio devices
with the same form factor, physical interface, and similar power requirements. Thus, were we to
compete in the ASC, we could simply remove our cellular module and replace it with a
point-to-point radio module after the FSGP. Despite not competing in the ASC, we deemed it
wise to become familiar with the XBee line as soon as possible. Second, the LTE-M module
requires lower power than the other XBee cellular modules (such as the XBee Cellular LTE Cat
1 [10]), allowing it to be powered directly by an Arduino Due rather than an external power
source, thereby simplifying our power distribution system.
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Thus, in implementation we power and communicate with the XBee module using an Arduino
Due. The implementation is fairly simple: we read raw data from the CAN bus, decode it using
hard-coded knowledge of the encoding format, reformat the data such that our server can decode
it, and send the data using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Note that the XBee module
only takes raw data to transmit over the cellular connection, so we must consider and encode all
parts of the HTTP request.

ARCHIVE STORAGE

Transmitted data must be stored. Options for doing this range from naive (text document on a
Raspberry Pi server) to excessive (Amazon RDS for MySQL); each option brings inherent
advantages and disadvantages. A local server is low-cost and highly customizable, but at the
price of deployment and boilerplate code. On the other hand, a MySQL cloud server charges by
the minute and overextends developers who are not SQL-familiar.

To balance these concerns, we used Cloud Firestore [11], a Google cloud database service, for
data storage and retrieval. Firestore is a “NoSQL” document database with live synchronization
and straightforward scaling. A few advantages distinguished Firestore over the industry-standard
relational database for our purposes.

Significantly, Firestore offers more flexibility than a relational database. Relational databases
abstract data models into schemas which require advance planning for design and optimization.
In Solar Car, though, the data models we work with are often unpredictable. Design requirements
can change as a function of race regulations and available hardware, making it hard to finalize in
advance. Furthermore, flexibility encourages an iterative design process, which is critical
considering the evolving design requirements and high personnel turnover inherent in the sport.

Firestore eases these problems with a document database model. Document databases map data
to a JSON-like format, which is more intuitive for the nested time-series data which monitoring
systems generate. Additionally, since documents are self-describing, we can simply add new
fields as our requirements evolve over time, removing the hassle of schema migration.

Another advantage of Firestore are Google’s server client libraries for Java, Python, Node.js, Go,
PHP, C#, and Ruby, which handily simplify database interactions in comparison with hosting a
local database. Recognizing students are most likely familiar with Python, and considering its
strong package ecosystem, we wrote our server code in Python using Flask, which is a
self-described “microframework” with the ethos of keeping the library’s core functionality
“simple but extensible” [8]. In contrast to a full-fledged web framework like Django (Flask’s
main competition), Flask is straightforward to get started with and un-opinionated about details
like what database or form validation library is used. This lightweight and extensible nature
made it ideal for building our display.
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REAL-TIME MONITORING

An important part of collecting data is displaying and interpreting it. In Solar Car, this process
must happen in real time to ensure safe operation of the car during testing and races. Our data
visualization system for facilitating real-time monitoring is called the telemetry client (TC).

Every two seconds, the XBee module sends a POST request to the TC, where two things happen.
The data of the moment is added to a buffer. This buffer holds the data for Firestore; since
Firestore billing is based primarily on the number of writes (not the size of data written), this
saves money. Additionally, the data is written to a “lastRead” dictionary. By holding the last read
data in its individual variable, we can easily access it for the realtime page.

The realtime page displays relevant data collected by the car for instant monitoring and analysis
(Table 5).

Battery Voltage Input Voltage

Battery Temperature Isolation Fault

Output Current Car Speed (GPS)

Input Current Car Speed (Motor Controller)

Table 5: Fields displayed by the realtime dashboard.

The display is partitioned into cards for each field. Each card shows the instantaneous field value
at the top and a chart of the last five values underneath, and the user can hide or pin each card as
desired or drag it to a new position. This level of customization lets the user display the most
relevant data for a given scenario.

As a safety feature, an acceptable range is defined for each collected field. If the field’s value
falls outside the acceptable range, the field’s card turns red to make the deviation obvious. A
small list of example ranges include:

Parameter Acceptable Range

Pack Voltage 72.8 V < < 104 V𝑉
𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘

Max Pack Discharge Current 112 A (2 C)

Individual Cell Temperature -15 ℃ < < 60 ℃𝑇
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

Individual Cell Voltage 2.8 V < < 4.0 V𝑉
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

Table 6: Example of various parameter ranges defined
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CONCLUSIONS

Astra’s telemetry system allows for component-generated data to be transmitted, stored, and
interpreted near-instantly. Such a system is crucial for driver safety, but can also serve as a
valuable source of data for optimizing the car’s processes. While we have laid out a specific
end-to-end telemetry design, it is important to consider that the countless design choices we
made were heavily influenced by our team’s knowledge, experience, goals, and budget. Choices
like mode of telemetry transmission or the language in which server code is written must be
made with all these factors in mind, meaning no two teams will have identical optimal designs.
That said, we hope to have emphasized some absolute pillars of a strong telemetry system: using
an industry-standard ECU communication protocol (CAN bus); balance of development ease and
complexity (Firestore, Flask); and end-user friendliness (dashboard LCDs).

Future iterations on Astra’s telemetry system should focus on increasing reliability and testing
throughout the design process. For example, due to unfamiliarity with many of the hardware
components as a result of the team’s relative inexperience, Astra’s software development
naturally followed a speedy-development model focused less on testing and analysis, and more
so on developing a functional product. Introducing a testing framework around Astra’s telemetry
components would be appropriate once we are using the software in production in order to make
integrating new code into the car safer. Similarly, adoption of a more defined software
development lifecycle, like an Agile approach, would increase productivity as the system
becomes more complex.

Another area of focus for future iterations should be tools for backward-looking analysis of the
data Astra generates. For instance, a separate client could be developed specifically for
examining the data generated in a given time period, with features for identifying aberrations or
points of concern. Like rigorous software testing, data analysis has taken on less importance in
Astra’s development so far; the focus has been on building systems to generate the data. Now
that we have reached that point, testing and analysis should begin to play a greater role in future
iterations of Astra’s telemetry system.
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